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This program features our special guest: Kim Walsh Phillips
This interview was originally conducted by Kim Walsh Phillips for her podcast,
Morning Coffee Marketer. Kim is an award-winning speaker, author, podcaster, and
busy CEO leading three separate companies. She's sold more online than anyone else,
and has had a high volume of marketing clients. I absolutely recommend that you
check out her book, an on-fire book, that's called Game Changer. How to Get 10,000
New Real Fans in 72 Hours and Turn Them into Your Next Cash Paying Customers,
Without a Marketing Budget.

Customer success determines retention rates in the membership economy. If your
member does nothing with what you sell her, she’s going to cancel your subscription.
The old model of leaving it up to your customer to figure out how to get value from
what you sell may have worked in the old one-and-done product sale world.
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Your membership and subscription growth is determined by how well you ensure
customer success. It involves helping your members find a lifetime value in subscribing
to your product or service. I refer to it as turning your subscribers into a vibrant tribe of
followers. And, it starts with how you attract your them.

With businesses that sell via individual transactions, customers are making their
decision to buy from them based primarily on price. With subscription membership
programs, you must be about more than a good price, or they won’t remain your
members for long.
Customer success is about making your members so excited about your subscription
program that they can’t help but tell others about it. It starts with asking yourself,
“What is the transformation we are making when a person becomes a member.”
You see businesses like Mac do this, when they promise a way to do everything simpler,
opening a laptop and saving time by being a Mac user. Disney does this when they
promise you a magical experience. Harley Davidson gives their customers the chance to
transform into a rough, tough, cool-guy image just by putting on their leather.
It’s about the subscriber believing in the transformation that your product/service is
offering, and you need to know what that is and market it. This shift in marketing
creates member loyalty, improves member value, and offers your members a
community to belong to.

When you have subscribers experiencing the transformation that you promised, you
have begun the process of building a vibrant tribe. You’ll find that you don’t have to
spend more on marketing or delivery. Each new member sticks around longer and
they’re going to refer a friend.
They will bring others in by sharing their stories. And, you can share their stories too.
Feature your members’ transformations in your social media channels, emails or
newsletters. Make them celebrities! When you give people this – when you focus on
that power that your product delivers versus the product itself - it totally transforms
your retention and how your business grows.
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Building a tribe of followers, a community of subscribers who find real value in your
product, improves your member retention. This gives you the foundation for charging
premium prices and offering upgrades to further develop their commitment.
Altogether, this is the product of a focus on customer success.
For more information on creating a vibrant tribe of followers, listen to the full interview
on Membership and Subscription Growth.

Robert:

Coming up on today's episode of Membership and Subscription growth.
“Right at the time that there were all those internet companies starting out.
Yahoo was right there, Google was out on the horizon and people didn't
really need their association anymore because they could just find the
answers online rather than be a member of an association. And then we
have all these for-profit competitors. So, I had to figure out how to retain
our clients, how to keep our members engaged, rather than having them go
off somewhere else.”
“Instead of having customers that just come and go and get what they want
- either they get it from you or they get it from somebody else and they're
kind of all about price - instead they become so passionate about your
product and what you stand for that they just can't help telling their
customers. And if somebody deals with a competitor, they look down on
them like they're some PC user or somebody that goes to that other group
rather than being part of this community.”
“What is the transformation that you are making when a person becomes
your customer?”

Robert:

Welcome to Membership and Subscription Podcast. I'm your host Robert
Skrob. Coming up on today's program is a very special interview that Kim
Walsh Phillips did of me on the morning coffee marketing podcast. Check it
out. Kim Walsh Phillips is a great person, award-winning speaker, author,
podcaster, busy CEO, leading three separate companies. She's sold more
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online than anyone else. She's done a ton of marketing for dozens and
dozens of companies and I absolutely recommend that you check out her
book, an on-fire book, that's called Game Changer, how to get 10,000 new
real fans in 72 hours and turn them into your next cash paying customers,
without a marketing budget.
She actually has several books that she's written on social media and
Instagram and everything else but absolutely check out, Game Changer,
"How to Get 10,000 new real Fans in 72 hours and turn them into your next
cash paying customers, without a marketing budget." And she did this for
me, too. So I know it works and what she's saying is true. You can get
10,000 fans in less than 72 hours. And what you're going to get on today's
program in this interview that Kim did of me, are differences between
marketing for individual transactions and creating a subscription customer,
the first step in creating a vibrant tribe of followers, and the number one
secret for transforming the results of your new member marketing and
retention from whatever you're doing now to multiples, ten times, or more.
And we're going to talk about that number one secret in today's interview.
So without any more delay, let's get to this episode of Membership and
Subscription Growth.
Kim:

You're listening to the morning coffee marketer with Kelly LeMay, Mike
Stodola, and me, Kim Walsh Phillips. We are all hyped up on caffeine and
ready to fuel your day with marketing and sales strategies to give you the
ROI. Let's get started.
Hello and welcome. I'm super excited to have one of my dear friends and
one of the gurus I followed for so long. So I'm blessed to know Robert Skrob
of Membership Services, Inc. and really, your expertise Robert, is amazing
in that you aren't about the transaction. You're into the transformation.
How we can take individuals from customers into being part of our tribe,
which I know so many of us struggle with. So welcome, so glad to have you
with us today.

Robert:

It's an honor to be a part of your program, Kim. Thank you so much for
reaching out.
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Kim:

What I'd love to share is like, that's not something that you happen upon
immediately. You don't, when you get onstage ... I just went to my
daughter's kindergarten graduation and no one had a sign saying, "I'm
going to help people create tribes." My daughter, on the other hand was,
"I'm going to be a horse rider," right? So you don't go from ... I was like,
that's equestrian. And she said, "A horse rider, mommy." I said, "Okay."
We said we're going to go to ... how did you come to do that? And what
drives you to focus on that?

Robert:

Well, it's a big question. My degree in college was accounting and I did
public accounting for about two and a half months and that wasn't for me.
So I took a job as a bookkeeper at a company, a consulting company,
worked with association. And then about five years after I joined, I bought
the company and that was right at the time that there were all those
internet companies starting out. Yahoo was right there, Google was out on
the horizon, and people really didn't need their association anymore
because they could just find the answers online rather than having to be a
member of an association.
And then we had all these for-profit competitors so I had to figure out how
to retain our clients, how to keep our members engaged, rather than having
them go off somewhere else. Then in about 2004, I figured out that there
were these for-profit subscription companies that were, you know, I was
like, "Hey, you know, I have meetings and they have meetings. I have
newsletters, they have newsletters. And they're for-profit and I'm nonprofit." So I started working with more and more subscription and
membership programs and helping them retain their customers and grow
their memberships. And really even large companies, like Harley Davidson
Motor Company, the dealers in Florida are one of my clients, how they can
retain their clients by creating a vibrant customer tribe.

Kim:

I love that. And then what would be the benefit of that? Why will we want to
create a tribe versus just a customer?

Robert:

So you know the difference between those companies where people just
kind of go and they get what they want and they leave and they forget about
the business, versus, the types of businesses where they're like tattooing the
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logo on their arm? You know I mean, I don't know about you, but I've never
had a customer come to me with my logo tattooed on their body. I don't
know if that's something that you encounter within your business, Kim,
butKim:

I'll talk to you about that over a glass of wine, Robert.

Robert:

But certainly you see the apple logo on the back of cars all the time. It's just
like the whole attitude of apple to put those stickers in the product, that you
know, just the implication that you should put that, that you might want
that sticker, so you can put it on something is a brilliant step forward in
turning your customers into a tribe.
And the idea, the big transformation is, instead of having customers that
just come and go, and get what they want, either they get it from you or
they get it from somebody else and they're kind of all about price, and
instead to become so passionate about your product and what you stand for
that they just can't help telling their customers. And if somebody deals with
a competitor, they look down on them like they're some PC user, or you
know they're a Honda rider, or a PC user, or somebody that goes to that
other group rather than being part of this community.
And so it helps create customer loyalty, improving customer value, so every
time you get a customer ... you don't have to spend more on marketing or
really even more on delivery. But every time you get a customer, they're
more valuable and they're going to stick around longer and they're going to
refer their friend. That is a magical transformation for any business.

Kim:

Right because then you're not one of many, right?

Robert:

Right.

Kim:

You're standing out because you can't ... no one else can uniquely recreate
that or they can't repeat that. Like, we can all make ... like, let's say the
regular coffee shops. You can go get a latte-latte. Starbucks created a
unique tribe, a follower cult, like, group. So as business owners, so many of
us would love to see or be able to do that, to have our people so strongly
believe in us that even there's one negative comment on Facebook, there's a
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bunch of people that are going to chime in, in our support. How do we go
about doing that? What are some strategies we can do to get started?
Robert:

So the first thing to really understand is what is the transformation that you
are making when you are, when a person become your customer? And with
Mac, the whole idea was, you can do everything simpler. It's a lot easier,
you're going to save time, your life ... it's going to work every time you open
the lid, and everything is just, your life is going to be easier as a Mac user.
With Disney, you're going to be happy and have a magical experience. With
Harley Davidson, you can go around, some boring, geeky, nerd can take
their glasses off, put a helmet on or not, bunch of leather, and go around
and scare the old ladies on a Saturday afternoon as they ride their Harley
Davidson. They go from geeky to a bad, bad guy, you know, a cool guy, just
by putting on that leather.
And with your product, and what you deliver, what is the real core
transformation that you are making or your customers are going through.
And when you start marketing to that instead of saying, "Hey I got this
thing, and let me tell you about this tool, and what this tool's going to do for
you, and how long it took us to create this tool, and all the things you can do
with this tool," and instead say, "Hey, I'm going to help you transform your
life and go from here to there." And then you can really, then you're in a
position to retain your customers longer, charge premium prices, and
create a vibrant tribe.

Kim:

Now you have some incredible clients who really have gone through this
process and had huge successes with it. And I use them as inspiration in my
own business. I'm wondering if you could share, maybe, a couple stories
about them?

Robert:

Sure, you know one of the clients that I've worked with more recently is
money [inaudible 00:10:51], who's an affiliate of the [Agora 00:10:54]
company, it's what, you know, a billion dollar publisher. And within their
publications they sell, one of their divisions sells, financial publication. You
know they teach you how to invest in the stock market. And again, you
know, it's very easy as a financial publisher that's giving out stock tips to be
really focused on the stocks, the companies, and how the trades are going
up or down.
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But really instead, they can work with them to focus instead on their
customer. What is this ... their customer is generally retired engineer who
has gone from being the breadwinner all their life, to now not having and
income. And how does that make him feel if he's able to invest money and
get an income?
Kim:

Mm-hmm (affirmative).

Robert:

What does that do to his self esteem and how he sees himself when he
interacts with his spouse? Let's talk about that in the marketing and in the
product that we deliver, and then feature people within the newsletter that
have done this, that have gone from this person that wasn't making money
that was retired and their income had dried up, to somebody who's able to
continue to contribute and maybe set up a college fund for their greatgrandkids because they bought these stocks.
When you give people this, when you focus on that power that your product
delivers versus the product itself, it totally transforms the retention and
how your business grows.

Kim:

I love that. And you mentioned newsletters. Is that a component that you
suggest people utilize in building this tribe?

Robert:

You know it certainly can be. I also work with [Sean Greely 00:12:46] who
has a company called Net Profit Explosion that works with personal
trainers. And they work with trainers that might be part-time at a gym
where they don't have their own facilities, to folks that have their own
facilities, to trainers that have multiple facilities. And they actually use
Facebook where there's a, you know, all the members of the tribe are in this
private Facebook group they're featuring the exercise of the week that one
of the trainers come up with. So they're making their members a celebrity
talking about the exercise.
Then they also make their customers a celebrity by talking about the
business side by focusing on how this trainer maybe did a transformation,
maybe went out on their own. Imagine going from having clients by the
hour where you work at a gym versus having your own clients in your own
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facility. That's a bit leap of rent, and overhead, and your own business, and
all that.
So talking about that transformation and how folks have done it makes
their customers a celebrity. So the media, this approach is agnostic, as far
as the media. So you could use it on social media, you could use it in email,
you could use it in print. This is as old as time that the key is that us as a
business owner, instead of focusing on our product and what we deliver, we
focus on the impact that our product has on our customer and make our
customer the star rather than keep trying to make our product or service a
star.
Kim:

I love that. And really focusing on their transformation stories, not these
cheesy testimonies like, "I love working with them, they're great." I'm like,
who cares, right?
But instead saying, this is what life was like before and what life is like after
and really setting up the conversation to be that way.

Robert:

Yeah so now that I work with Kim Walsh Phillips with the twelve minute
social media machine, I never have to worry about getting new customers.
My income doesn't go up and down. I'm able to rest easy because my
business is taken care of. The most important part of my business is
resolved because I've got Kim Walsh Phillips in my corner. Something like
that.

Kim:

Exactly. Something like that. And also, they're more good looking, and get
more dates, and their food is more delicious. It does all those things.
Amazing.

Robert:

And the wine is more plentiful.

Kim:

And it's more plentiful, it's fabulous. So what I love about your tribe and
being part of it, is that you offer these transformations stories from people
that are creating their tribe. So I find that to be incredibly powerful and I'd
love for folks to get a hold of you to discover more of the content you have
to offer because it's so very helpful. Where should they go?
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Robert:

Easy enough, at robertskrob.com. R-O-B-E-R-T, S-K-R-O-B, dot-com.
There's information there, blogs, lots of articles and content that if you
would like to learn more about building your own tribe you certainly can.
And if you'd like me to take a look at your subscription business and see if
there's any easy win in order to help stop your members from quitting so it
can grow faster, there's information on getting that on a complimentary
basis because you are a reader of Kim Walsh Phillips there as well.

Kim:

Great, thank you so much Robert. As always, you're an incredible guest.
Lots of really valuable content. And I can't wait to put it into action some of
the strategies I've learned from you today.

Robert:

It's a joy talking to you always.
I hope you enjoyed this interview Kim Walsh Phillips did of me for her
podcast, the morning coffee marketer. Let me know. Post a review on
iTunes, or shoot, just send me an email, or post a comment on the blog. I'd
love to hear from you. I read every comment and reply whenever
appropriate.
Coming up next week is a great program with Lisa Sugar, the founder and
CEO of Pop Sugar. You know, Pop Sugar is a huge media company that has
a terrific blog and when they were on the search for diversifying their
income beyond simply advertising, created a subscription box program
called the Pop Sugar Must-Haves. Lots of great insights from Lisa Sugar,
including how to diversify beyond advertising to create subscription
services, what goes into creating the number one women's box, offering a
premium product versus a discounted product, new subscriber marketing
and retention insights, and advice for anyone looking to create your own
subscription business.
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